QSK60 MCRS 500SE
Installation Guide
Description

Supplier

Part Number

QTY

Fuel Module

Fleetguard

FH23905

1

Fuel Filter

Fleetguard

FF5782NN

3

Full flow lubrication filter

Fleetguard

LF9050

4

Air Filter - Primary

Fleetguard

AF25708M

4

3/8” x 1.5 cap screws

Fastenal

11127064

4

3/8” nut

Fastenal

11127070

4

--

--

--

#16 JIC male coupler

Parker

16 HTX-S

1

1/2” NPT to 3/8” barb

Fastenal

69947

1

-

-

2 feet

Thread Sealant

3/8” ID push on rubber hose

Fuel Filtration1. Locate the two FH234 fuel modules and
disconnect fuel lines from the inlet/outlet (see
figure 1). Disconnect the priming pump and WIF
connectors from the stage 1 FH234 fuel module.
2. Unbolt the two FH234 housings from the genset
brackets and set aside. You will be replacing the
two FH234 housings with a single FH239 housing.

3. Unbolt the new FH239 from the black bracket
and mock fit on right side of genset bracket
using hole 1 of the genset bracket and hole
2 of the FH239 casting (see figure 2). Ensure
fuel lines have enough length and water drain
can be serviced.
4. Drill out the right side genset as needed to
mount the FH239 using a 7/16 drill bit. A
minimum of 4 fasteners are required to mount
the housing. Take caution not to damage
components behind the mount such as
coolant lines, fuel lines, wiring, etc.
5. Ensure the inlet/outlet of the FH239 are in the
desired location. The inlet and/or outlet can
be located on the left or right hand side. The
supplied FH239 is an in left out left model. If
the outlet orientation is changed the priming
pump direction must also be changed. For
more information see the FH239 installation
instructions that come in the box.
6. Remove the inlet and outlet fittings from the
stage 1 FH234 and install on the new FH239.
Do not re-use the brass check valve from the
stage 1 FH234. Use thread sealant on all pipe
fittings.
7. Add the 1/2 NPT elbow and hose to the
FH239 drain petcock (see figures 3 and 4).
8. Bolt the FH239 to the modified right hand
genset bracket using a quantity of 4 3/8” x
1.25 cap screws and nuts.

Stage 1 FH234
Stage 2
Fuel Filter

9. Connect the existing fuel filter inlet/outlet
hoses to the FH239.
a. Use the #16 JIC male coupler to join the
stage 0 fuel line to the stage 1 fuel line
(see figure 4).

Stage 0 FH234

10. Plug in the priming pump and WIF sensor to
the existing electrical harness.
11. Place the FH239 service wrench in the
container near the other service tools/fluids
or zip tie to fuel module bracket if no service
area exists (see figure 5).

Figure 1: Before 500 SE Upgrade
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Figure 2: Bracket Modification

Fuel Filtration - On Engine Filters
1. Locate the Stage 2 fuel filter head on the left bank (see
figures 1 and 4).

Drain
Petcock

Figure 3: FH239 Fuel Module

2. Replace with FF5782NN.

Air Intake System

Lubrication System

1. Remove air filters and ensure housing is clean.

1. Ensure the batteries are isolated and/or the prelube pump is disconnected to prevent oil spills
during lube filter service.

2. Replace primary elements with AF25708 M QTY 4.

2. Replace the current filters with LF9050 oil filters
QTY 4.
Add 500SE label prvided in the kit near service equipment
and fill in appropriate part numbers
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Figure 4: After 500 SE Upgrade

Service Wrench

Figure 5: After 500 SE Upgrade
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